Interface to PTA card

Firmware Type = profPIX2 interface

Firmware Rev = 1.3

pmcregisters

Fix title

Fix name

Fix date
CopyMux2To1_16bits

M2_1

PMC top level. JN2 Outputs.

Title: Bradley Hall - PreFPIX2 Test Beam 2002

Date: December 20, 2002
Reset Distribute on J4 (pin 1 = positive) Termination R16.

LEDs turn 'on' with logic '0'
Title: PMC top level. Misc inputs and XTAL in Counter.
Name: Bradley Hall - PrefPIX2i Test Beam 2002
Date: December 20, 2002
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A_Ki_Reset
A_Reset
A_MasterReject
A_ChipSend
PreFPIX2i_A_Interface(4)
PreFPIX2i_A_Interface(6)
PreFPIX2i_A_Interface(11)
FPIX_BCOClk_A
FPIX_ReadOutClk_A
Title: PMC top level. Data Managers.
Name: Bradley Hall - PreFPiX2i Test Beam 2002
Date: December 20, 2002
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